
ENGL 101 (Wohlstadter)   

Frankenstein Reading and Discussion Questions 

 

1. Where is Walton and why? What seems to be his goal? (pgs. 1-3) 

2. How would you describe Walton? (4-8) 

3. After the “strange sight” (8), who does Walton meet, and what is the connection like between the 

two people? (8-14) 

4. What was Victor Frankenstein’s childhood like? What were his interests? (18-23) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Describe Victor’s interest in the sciences (26-29). 

2. Describe how and why Victor’s studies progress (30-34). 

3. What personal sacrifices are involved in his studies (33-34)? 

4. Describe what the “dreary night” in November was like and how Victor was affected by it (34-39). 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Who is Justine, and how are her main qualities like those of other characters in the book?  (40-43) 

2. What’s it like when Victor is away from his studies and with people such as Henry?  (45-46 [top], and 

48-49) 

3. What are two shocking things that Victor discovers in Chapter 7 (46 &50), and how do they affect 

him? 

4. In Chapter 8, what happens to Justine, and what impact does her example have on Victor? (54-60) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. Describe how Victor feels in Chapter 9.  (61-65) 

2. Describe the meeting between Victor and his creature in Chapter 10.  (67-70) 

3. What are some of the creature’s earliest memories?  (70-75) 

4. What are some things that stand out as the creature observes the cottagers? (77-81) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



1. Describe the new guest at the cottage and explain why her arrival has an impact on the creature.  

(82-86) 

2. What is Safie’s story? Who are her parents, and why is she with the Delaceys? (86-90)  

3. What does the creature find, and how does it affect him? (90-94) 

4. What is the creature’s plan (94)?  Describe how it turns out. (94-97)   

5. What things does the creature do in Chapter 16 when he leaves the cottage? (97-104) 

____________________________________________ 

1. What does the creature want, and what thoughts go through Victor’s head before he makes up his 

mind about the creature’s demands? (104-107) 

2. After his decision, how does Victor feel, and what complications arise? (107-114)  

3. What major city does Victor visit, and how is his journey going? (114-115) 

4. Where is his final destination, and how does he feel about his work? (115-120) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. What does Victor do to his work and why? (120-122) 

2. How does the creature respond? (122-123, 126-129) 

3. After the victim is discovered, what are things like for Victor physically, emotionally, and legally? 

(130-137) 

4. After Victor leaves Ireland, how is his relationship with Elizabeth? (138-143) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1. Describe what happens to Elizabeth and how Victor reacts.  (143-149) 

2. What are Victor’s wanderings like? Where do they finally lead? What does Victor want from 

Walton? (149-155)  

3. What does Walton report about Victor’s greatness and ambition? (156-157) 

4. What threatens the crew, and how do they feel about it? (158) How does Victor feel about it, and 

what does Walton do about it and why? (159-160) 

5. What happens in the end to Victor and the creature? (161-166) 


